BYOD DEVICE SPECS

Required Specifications

Devices should contain the following specifications:

- Operating System must be Windows 7/8/10 or OSX on a MacBook
- 4Gb RAM
  - Required for Office and Adobe products
- 5+ hour battery life
  - Most modern devices include ‘all-day batteries’ to allow a student to work without recharging
- Solid State Drive (SSD) – Minimum size 80GB
  - A solid state hard drive uses the same type of technology as USB sticks. It has no spinning disk and no moving parts, thus saving power and reducing the risk of crashed hard drives when devices are moved around when powered on.
- 3 Year Warranty
  - Warranty for retail devices is generally 1 year ‘return to manufacturer’ and could involve several weeks of delay. A warranty upgrade to 3 years should be considered, and the possibility of onsite warranty option should be explored.
- Wireless devices can be either 2.4Ghz or 5Ghz on the College network
- Function to ‘restore to factory defaults’